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宽：8CM

高：13CM

Media Connection

5.1 USB Connection
Connect the USB with the content to the projector USB 

port, select “Media”, you can select movies, music, 

photo, text on the list.

When input the external signal source into the projector
 device through the HDMI,AV interfaces, select the video 
signal source needed in this page, after the signal source 
switched, the projector device can be connected with the 
external video source and the content of the video 
source will be projected.

In this page, you can freely search and get what you 

are interested .

8 Menu setup

9.1 Open the homepage, select settings, you can select 

network settings, Bluetooth settings, projection settings,

language settings, date settings, application management,

system updates , other settings and you can modify 

related settings options on this machine.

76 Projection setupSignal Sources Search page

 Click this button to quickly jump to the projection 
setting page, select four-point (vertical, horizontal) 
keystone correction, automatic keystone correction 
(on, off), manual keystone correction (-50-0-50), 
projection mode selection (desktop forward projection, 
desktop back projection, hoisting forward projection, 
hoisting back projection), and step-less zoom (80%-100%)
setting.
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4 Projector connection instruction

Connection introduction

*The projector can be multi-access, please contact factory 
or re-sellers for details.
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Short Press: Input 
Long Press: Menu

3 Remote control introduction
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*NOTE:
1. To avoid influence of operation stability, please do not mixed use the 
   old and new battery.
2. To avoid battery leakage corrosion, please take the battery out if do not 
    use the remote control for a long time.

2 Interface introduction
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1.1. Please read manual carefully before you use the projector.

1.2. To ensure stable power supply, please use national standard 

      power cable and power cord with grounding.

1.3. Please use the same power voltage as the projector marked.

1.4. Please do not open the projector, otherwise the supplier will 

      not afford warranty service.

1.5. Do not look directly at the projector lens while the machine is 

      working to avoid damage to your eyes.

1.6. To avoid clog of the projector vent, please do not cover with 

      cloth, carpet and other materials.

1.7. This projector does not have waterproof function, please keep 

      it away from rain, moisture and other items containing liquid such 

      as vase, cup, etc.

1.8. To prevent power breakdown, please keep the projector away 

      from rain or water or moisture.

1.9. Turn off and cut off the power supply if do not use this project 

      for a long time.

1.10. Use the originally foam or other unit-shock material to protect 

      projector, if you need transport this projector.

1.11. If you find the projector has problems, please contact the 

      supplier, do not repair by yourself.

1.12 To extend the projector life span and protect your eyes, we 

       suggest you to have a break after 3-4 hours using.

1 Safety notice:

Maintain indication:
1-year warranty from factory, for more warranty information, please 
contact with supplier (warranty service is not including the frame, 
manual, package, and some subjective idea about the video, 
sound, image aspects).
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9 Technology Features

9.1 Basic parameters

9.2 Projector distance & size

Note: Due to optical device error of about 3%, the above data is for 

reference only, please use actual measurement when install the device.

Imaging technology

Resolution

Maximum compatible resolution

Light

Focusing mode

Projection distance

Screen size

Aspect ratio

Projection ratio

Keystone

Power input

Integrated watt

Input

Output

Speaker

Unit size

Net weight

TFT LCD

1920*1080

1920*1080

LED

Electric

1.45--6.65M

40---200 inches

16:9

1.56:1

Manual correction±15°

100V-240V-50/60Hz

140W

HDMI*2/USB*2/AV

Earphone

5W*1

320*230*108mm

2.5kg

1.45

40″

2.1

60″

2.75

80″

3.4

100″

6.65

200″

（m）

Multimedia Supported format

MP3 /AAC / WAV/LOAS/PCM/OGG/FLAC/AC3
JPEG /BMP/PNG 

DIVX/RM/3GP/AVI/MKV/FLV/MOV/MP4/
MPG/VOB/MPG/RMVB/RM

TXT

Multi-
media

Audio support
Photo support

Text support

Video support
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more about the product
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